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Reviews

HOW DARK THE
NIGHT

by William C. Hammond

Naval Institute Press, $34.95, U.S. Hardback

In the years
leading up to

the War of
1812, the
Cutlers of
Hingham,
Massachusetts,
an American
seafaring
family, face
threats at home
and abroad.
    Great Britain’s long-standing war
with France imperils American
economic interests, even as
President Thomas Jefferson struggles
to maintain neutral in the conflict.
    Despite Jefferson’s stance, Britain
endangers relations with its former
colonies by enacting laws that
adversely affect United States
merchant trade, including Cutler &
Sons, as well as pressing American
sailors into the Royal Navy.
    Richard and Katherine Cutler
experience this firsthand, when the
new Cutler Baltimore clipper, Dove, is
stopped en route to Barbados by a
British man-of-war. Returning home,
the Dove is taken by the infamous
pirate Jean LaFitte.
    As tensions with the British
heighten at sea, Cutlers serve aboard
ships of both nations.
    William Hammond spins a capti-
vating tale set against the endeavors
of a young nation and a family
seeking to find its way in a politically
and personally complicated world.

How Dark the Night – and the
entire Cutler chronicle – shine a a
glorious light on America’s rich
maritime history.
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TRIDENT
by Michael Aye

Boson Books, $16.95, U.S. Trade Paperback

A merican
and French

privateers are
at large, when
HMS Trident, a
64-gun Royal
Navy man-of-
war, arrives in
the Caribbean
under the
command of
Captain Gabe Anthony and flying
Rear-Admiral Rupert Buck’s flag.
    Learning that HMS Foxfire has
been taken and that the crew is
imprisoned on the island of St. Croix,
Foreign Services Officer Lord Skalla
requests that a squadron be sent to
“free our people, and burn or take
back our ship.”
    Carrying out orders, Rear-Admiral
Buck’s squadron, led by Trident, raids
St. Croix and liberates the prisoners,
and discovers a plan for American
and French privateers to attack
British convoys returning from the
Indian Ocean.
    As all of this transpires, Gabe
Anthony’s personal life is conflicted,
as his American-born wife, Faith, who
lives on Tobago, harbors sentiments
for the Colonies.

Trident, with Lord Skalla aboard,
weighs anchor in the warm
Caribbean waters and sets sail across
the Atlantic with Buck’s squadron,
bound for South Africa and the seas
beyond, intent on destroying the
roving marauders.
    Michael Aye’s crisp storytelling –
punctuated with rousing battle
scenes and true-to-life mortals –
comes to the fore in this lively naval
yarn.
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THE BATTLE OF
ALL THE AGES

by J. D. Davies

Old Street Publishing Ltd, $14.95, U.S. Paperback

Captain
Matthew

Quinton
commands the
large, newly
built Third-
Rate Royal
Sceptre in the
colossal Four
Days’ Battle
against the
Dutch off the Flemish and English
coasts in early June 1666.
    The British fleet is weakened at the
outset, when a squadron is sent on a
fool’s errand to block the Strait of
Dover against the French, who
mysteriously do not appear. The
result is a supreme defeat at sea.
    King Charles II is incensed,
believing that false and traitorous
intelligence drove the fleet in two
separate directions. Summoning
Quinton Westminster Abbey in
London, the Sovereign demands:
“Find me someone I can hang, draw
and quarter, to placate the mob.”
    Quinton’s quest leads to the murky
and dangerous lanes in Plymouth,
where evidence points to an old and
trusted colleague – but all is not as it
seems.
    J. D. Davies’s recreation of
Restoration England – a lesser known
period in popular naval fiction – and
the Royal Navy is masterful. Thund-
erous cannon fire reverberates off
the pages, while powder smoke
swirls around a cast of vividly drawn
characters.
    The Battle of All the Ages is
another brilliant naval adventure in
Davies’s winning series.
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